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When life gives you lemons . . . make a lemon (or lime, or orange, or grapefruit) dessert! Sweet and

Tart brings a spritz of sunshine to the table with 70 totally tempting, accessible recipes. From

irresistibly tangy-sweet Heavenly Lemon Squares to the unexpected Cream Cheese Muffins with

Spinach and Lemon, these treats span sweet and savory, with recipes for frozen desserts, cakes,

pies, breads, and favorite citrusy accents such as marmalade and curd. Add zest to your recipes

and brightness to your life with the taste of lemons, grapefruits, oranges, and limes.
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We are loving this book right now. Recently made lemon bars for a party and they were a total hit.

The Mile High Lemmon Meringue Pie is rediculously awesome. Cara Cara cheesecake is another

favorite. I also feel like I could eat the Tripple Citrus Tart w/chocolate crust for breakfast lunch and

dinner for the rest of my life.

LOVE this cookbook. It doesn't have the usual, "run of the mill" citrus recipes in it. LOTS of new and

interesting stuff to try, like grapefruit pie with saltine crust (really!), homemade orange curd, lots of

scones, breads, and even some savory recipes such as lemon, pepper and asiago crackers, and

marinated olives with lemon and rosemary. All in all, a great cookbook. The reason I gave it only 4

stars is there are not photos for every recipe. In the entire 150-ish page book, there are only 30

photos, and some of those are of utensils or fruit. To be fair, some of the recipes take two pages,

but still would have been better with pics of what the dish is supposed to look like. But the recipes



are fabulous!

I saw this book at World Market and wanted to buy it twice. This is the Phoenix area and in the

winter we are innundated with citrus fruit so I thought this would be a good recipe. Had some credit

with . Bought it here. The book itself makes me think happy thoughts - just a nice cover and the

recipes look great. I don't like cooking; but I like baking. I am taking this book everywhere because I

like reading recipes. Think them through; think of how they will taste; then pick one. So I'll even start

baking now when I have to go to a market to get citrus. Also, the book arrived in one day; ordered

Sunday; came Monday.

I bought this for a gift but I didn't want to part with it. I had hoped for more non-dessert recipes, but

the desserts sounded wonderful. Nice pictures, clear instructions.

Found a number of recipes I am anxious to try that sound wonderful. Also, it has nice photographs

of many recipes which I find very helpful in creating the final product.

Vert tasty!
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